generally has a progressive error when the number of iteration becomes large. However, the algorithm causes only a little error after the one million times iteration.
Further, the spectrum profiles generated by this method and the conventional one are discussed.
. Introduction
The important of model testing using a wave maker is on the increase. (11) where F, 7 and 00 mean Gamma function, the index number of the directional concentration and main wave stream line, respectively.
4 Complex waves
This wave is defined by the summation of longcrested irregular waves and short-crested irregular waves. This wave corresponds to the situation : the wind waves are piled up the swell. The wind waves are normally short-crested irregular waves with short wavelength and created near by the current position and the swell is created at far away and becomes only low frequency (long wavelength) components as pro- 
In this equation, the circumflex -and -means parameters of the long-crested irregular wave and the shortcrested irregular wave, respectively. Each suffix of n and m must be carefully read.
3 . Real-time Algorith m10)
Calculation of generation signal of waves, especially multi-directional irregular waves and/or complex waves, is troublesome work with the evaluation of many trigonometric functions. To complete the computation within a time-step of the wave generation is too hard even by a currently modernized computer. Therefore wave generation signals for all wave maker units usually have to be calculated beforehand.
That is, an operator of a wave maker has to wait a long stand-by time to compute generation signals defined by a next wave condition, because the preparation of calculation irregular wave generation needs a much longer computation time than the duration of actual wave generation". To eliminate the problem described above, the author has formulated and employed the iterative computation method for the generation of various kinds of waves in real-time.
Moreover, the unified algorithm for the generation of various kinds of waves is induced.
3. 1 Regular waves Let equation ( 1 ) be changed to the discrete time equation as follows : (13) where j denotes the j-th time step. Here (18) , (26) and (41) : a lattice filter like structure.
2 Calculation error
First of all, let's consider the calculation error when the iteration process is executed. A simple example is as follows :
The direct calculation is b/a, where both a and b are integers. The iterative process to obtain b/a is defined as the function fn(a, b) (48 ) Here, c* and n are uniform random integer values and integer, respectively. fn(a, b) equals b/a theoretically.
However, the error e:
becomes progressively larger when n becomes large.
That is, the value of the error e depends on the value of n. Figure 2 shows the state of the increasing error as the iteration.
The calculation error of the real-time algorithm described in section 3 is considered next. In the case of the multi-directional irregular wave, the calculation error ew is defined by the following equation.
(50) Figure  3 shows Figure  4 shows the same one, but generated by the iterative method. Figure  5 shows the error defined by equation The spectrum profile is more important rather than the absolute accuracy in the model test using a wave maker. So, the next is the discussion concerning the spectrum profile comparison between the direct method and the iterative method. Figure 6 shows the power spectrum obtained from Figure 3 and Figure 4 . These power spectra are calculated by FFT algorithm indicated in the figure's caption. These profiles are in good agreement. Moreover, Figure 7 shows the power spectrum of the error : Figure 5 . The error spectrum is very low ( -100 [dB] ) , so the iterative error has no effect on the spectrum profile of the iterative method.
. Concluding Remark
The author has reached a methodological unification of the real-time algorithm for wave generation in a test basin.
The structure of this algorithm has the orth- 
